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T

he results are in from
the Student Union space
study but they don’t
promise a full renovation — yet.
In fall 2016, Students’ Association presented a proposal to
the South Dakota Board of Regents for an expansion of The
Union. SDBOR declined the
proposal, citing stagnant enrollment numbers at South Dakota State.
In response, SA allocated
General Activity Fee (GAF) dollars to fund a space study of The
Union to evaluate how to meet
student needs in the current
footprint of the building. Last
spring, Cannon Moss Brygger
Architects (CMBA) visited campus for a few days and held open
sessions with students, faculty,
staff and student organizations
to hear concerns.
According to Jennifer Novotny, executive director of The
Union, the primary concerns
discussed in these sessions were
moving the Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA) to the main
level of The Union, bringing stu-
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dent
organizations together in one,
collaborative space and upgrading the Volstorff Ballroom.
After these meetings, CMBA
presented SDSU with several concepts for possible renovations of The Union. However, these concepts came with a
much higher price tag than anticipated — between $5 and $10
million.
In the cost opinion from
CMBA for one concept, it would
cost $224 per square foot to renovate the lower and main levels of The Union, which is a total of 26,360 sq. feet. This alone
totals nearly $6 million. To renovate the 12,200 sq. feet VBR, it
would cost $180 per sq ft, which
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totals more
than $2 million. This
brings the total of option one to
$8 million, not including projected costs for needed technology updates in the VBR, as well
as food service and dining needs.
Those would bring the total to
just over $10 million.
So, now what?
Vice President for Student
Affairs Michaela Willis said
there is still a plan in place and
work is being done to achieve a
renovation.
“I do see that there is a path
forward,” Willis said. “We may
have to be a little more creative
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and
it may take
a little longer for the
end result, but there is a path
forward.”
Willis said they may look to
accomplish the renovation in
phases of priority, starting with
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, then a collaborative student organization space, followed by VBR upgrades.
Renovations could be funded
through the GAF increase, Willis said.

UPPER LEVEL
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“This
past spring, SDBOR approved a GAF increase, which will get (maintenance and repair) dollars for
The Union and Wellness Center by investing 2 percent of the
building’s value back into the
building itself every year,” Willis said.

Continued to A7
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*The amounts on price tags represent cost estimates for renovations of certain levels or areas of the Student Union from architects who facilitated The Union space study.

Vintage apparel line
released for limited time
SYDNEY SLEEP
Reporter
The University Bookstore unveiled
their 1881 Vintage apparel and
merchandise line Sept. 1 to celebrate the 10th anniversary of retiring the old Jackrabbit.
Due to licensing limitations,
the clothing featuring the old Jack
can only be carried in stores and
online for a total of four months.
Clothing will be restocked until

December and will be available until supplies run out.
Samantha Tutt, manager of retail operations for the University Bookstore, said they wanted to
bring back the history of the old
Jackrabbit.
“It has been really successful so
far, because I know a lot of alumni have really missed the old Jack,”
Tutt said.

Continued to A7
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T-shirts from the 1881 Vintage line bring back the old Jackrabbit logo 10 years after retiring it.. The Vintage line was designed by an art team in the Trademark and Licensing
Department.

JACKS’ PLACE
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Behind the Scenes: Dairy Research, Training Facility
ALISON DURHEIM
Reporter
First located where Briggs Library
is on campus, the Dairy Research
and Training Facility is constantly adapting new technologies and
techniques.
Introduced in 1907 as Dairy
Husbandry, the Dairy Science Department’s undergraduate and
graduate students attain real-life
skills at the Dairy Research and
Training Facility.
“This is what grew my education; this farm right here,” said
Chelsea Schossow, a graduate research assistant who often works
in the facility.
The facility moved to its current location, a mile and a half
north of campus, in the 1960s and
is where milk production and research takes place today. New developments in the dairy industry
keep the mostly student-run facility on its toes.
“In 1994, we built a new one,
which is also in that same location, just to keep up with the technology and the new developments
in dairy production,” said Vikram
Mistry, head of the Dairy Science
Department.
The facility currently milks
around 130 head of Holstein and
Brown Swiss dairy cattle twice a
day with a total of around 300
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Graduate research assistant Chelsea Schossow shows reporter Alison Durheim the
dairy cattle housing Friday, Sept. 22 in the Dairy Research and Training Facility.

cattle on site. The average dairy
farm has around 500 head. The
facility itself serves more purposes than using the milk to help
make SDSU’s signature ice cream,
though.
“The purpose of our dairy unit
is teaching and research and a little bit of service, so we have classes that take place there and research that takes place there,”
Mistry said.
Recently, their research has
switched gears as they focus on
the future.
“Years ago we were focusing

on lactating cows because that’s
where the money is. That’s where
you’re getting your money right
away because of the milk check,”
Schossow said. “But you think
about these calves and heifers,
they’re our future milk cows, so
we’ve started to look more at their
research with that nutrition.”
The calves live in individual hutches for approximately two
months, then join “group housing” with a handful of other calves
they can interact with.

Continued to A7
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DAILY CRIME LOG

9.17.17
• 12:36 a.m. @ Pierson
Hall. Common Nuisance Place Where Liquor Laws
are Violated. Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages.
• 1:04 a.m. @ 800 Block
of Medary Ave. Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages.
• 2:14 a.m. @ 8th and
Campanile. Littering
Prohibited. Open
container in public.
Possession of Revoked,
Altered or Fictitious
License. Possession of
Marijuana 2 oz or less.
Underage Purchase or
Possession of Alcoholic
Beverages.
• 3:20 a.m. @ Hansen
Hall. Underage Purchase
or Possession of Alcoholic
Beverages.
• 6:39 p.m. @ UPD.
Harassment.
• 9:29 p.m. @ Southeast
Lot. Int. Damage/
Vandalism.
9.18.17
• 8:33 p.m. @ Research
Pkwy and 22nd Ave.
Suspicious Persons/
Vehicle.
• 8:43 p.m. @ 1421
Student Union Ln. Theft All Other.
9.19.17
• 2:23 a.m. @ Lot 152
- South Frost. Liquor/
Possession/Consumption.
9.21.17
• 3:25 a.m. @ 9th Ave
and Harvey Dunn St. Int.
Damage/Vandalism.
• 11:07 p.m. @ Hansen
Hall. Ingest, Inhale
Substance to Become
Intoxicated. Possession or
Use Drug Paraphernalia.
Possession of Marijuana
2 oz or less. Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages.
9.22.17
• 1:05 a.m. @ Schultz Hall.
Underage Purchase or
Possession of Alcoholic
Beverages.
• 1:20 a.m. @ Berg
Agricultural Hall. Liquor/
Possession/Consumption.
• 2:01 a.m. @ Pierson
Hall. Underage Purchase
or Possession of Alcoholic
Beverages.
• 1:09 p.m. @ Hansen
Hall. Miscellaneous
Incident.

• 11:42 p.m. @ 8th St
and Medary Ave. Open
container in public.
Underage Purchase or
Possession of Alcoholic
Beverages.
9.23.17
• 2:56 a.m. @ 700 Block
of Jackrabbit Ave. Fail
to Use Seat Belts-Front
seat. Open Container,
Broken Seal in Motor
Vehicle. DUI. Driving
While Suspended. Driving
Without Valid License or
Permit. Fail to Maintain
Financial Responsibility.
Driving on Wrong Side.
• 3:13 a.m. @ Stadium
N Campus Dr. Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages.
• 8:25 a.m. @ Hyde Lot.
Intentional Damage to
Property $400 or less 3rd Degree Vandalism.
• 9:29 a.m. @ Wagner
Hall Lot. Miscellaneous
Incident.
• 10:23 a.m. @ Binnewies
Hall. Common Nuisance Place Where Liquor Laws
are Violated. Underage
Purchase or Possession of
Alcoholic Beverages.
• 11:40 p.m. @ 8th St
and 9th Ave. Fail Have
In Poss. Or Display
Driver’s Permit. Exhibition
Driving. Possession or
Use Drug Paraphernalia.
Ingest, Inhale Substance
to Become Intoxicated.
Possession of Marijuana 2
oz or less. DUI 1st.

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED / SERVICES
OFFERED
M&S Business Cleaning.
Hours from approx. 5 to 9
p.m., 1 to 5 days per week
available. For more information call (605) 690-1554.
Carpenters/Laborers needed
at Dakota Land Design. Competitive wages and flexible
schedules. Email kyle@DakotaLandDesign or Call 605-2221234.

is hiring!
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Stop by our office in the lower
level of the Union (Room 069) to
grab an application.
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‘Tight fit’ causes hundreds of students
to relocate parking for SDSU game day
MAKENZIE HUBER
Editor-in-Chief
About 800 parking spots in the
biggest parking lot on campus
were evacuated for the first home
football game Sept. 16. Students
parked in different lots, or farther south in the lot. This will
continue for the Southeast Lot
during the next four home football games.
Noah Anderson, sophomore
electrical engineering major,
moved his car Friday night. Although it’s already a “good walk”
from Anderson’s room in Honors
Residence Hall, now he always
parks farther away in the Southeast Lot.
“Now every week I’ve been
trying to park my car in section
E, or farther,” Anderson said.
“That way I don’t have to move
my car. Even if I do forget — I
won’t get fined.”
This year is the first time
Parking Services has had to vacate parking areas (rows A-D) in
the Southeast Lot to make room
for game-day visitors. Tailgating
changes and construction projects limited available parking.
Jason Soren, Parking Services
administrator, said the Performing Arts Center parking lot was
used for game-day parking, but
is no longer available due to construction. Also, the south Frost
Arena parking lot will eventually
be eliminated due to a Frost expansion.
Construction obstacles and

increasing numbers of visitors
for Jackrabbit football means
“SDSU is going through growing
pains,” said Danielle Rang, Students’ Association senator who
sits on the parking and traffic
committee.
Initially, Rang said she was
outraged the university would
make students move vehicles
from a lot they paid $150 for. After analyzing various options,
though, she thinks evacuation is
the most effective.

“

SDSU IS GOING
THROUGH
GROWING PAINS.
DANIELLE RANG
Students’ Association senator

Derek Peterson, director of
auxiliary business operations,
said it allows students to park
in lots potentially closer to residence halls in Jackrabbit Village,
and still allows students to park
in Southeast until it’s full. Last
week, 46 spaces were still vacant
on game day.
Parking Services opened
parking in the overflow lots to
visitors on game-day last season.
But, visitors typically didn’t park
there because it was too far from
the stadium, Peterson said.
Only 25 cars were left in the

evacuated rows last week, but
with the help of the University
Police Department, only five remained in the lot on game day.
The first evacuation was a “freebie,” according to Soren; no one
was ticketed.
A massive influx of visitors is
expected at the Oct. 14 Hobo Day
game and Nov. 4 sold out game
against North Dakota State.
Soren said he hopes everyone
can find a parking space.
“We’re not taking any more
room or pushing more people
out,” Soren said.
Rang thinks it’ll be a “tight
fit,” but the parking committee is
exploring other options to open
up space.
One idea includes shuttles either at Lowe’s, businesses downtown or near the south side of
town. These options encourage
Brookings residents and SDSU
students living off-campus to
take a shuttle instead of taking
parking spaces from visitors.
Although the Frost Arena expansion will remove about 100
parking spots, the intramural
fields next to the Southeast Lot
will be paved this spring, adding about 400 spots. Overall,
Rang thinks the game-day parking problem is forcing people to
think about the general lack of
parking around campus.
“I think what dawned on people was just panic, because they’ll
think about when they’re a commuter in two years. Where are
they going to park?” Rang said.

SDSU strives to make sustainability priority
HANNAH SMITH
Reporter
Strapped in hazmat suits and
sorting bags of trash into waste
and recyclables outside The
Union Sept. 20, South Dakota State Sustainability Specialist Jennifer McLaughlin set out
to inform students about campus
sustainability.
“After we do the sorting, we
have an idea of what our recycling rate could be if everyone recycled absolutely correctly,” McLaughlin said.
The waste audit evaluates
contamination rate, which shows
how much trash is in recycling
bins and vice versa.
One year ago, the SDSU contamination rate was 36 percent.
Now it’s 26 percent.
“We want to make people
more aware of recycling and encourage people to do it and to do
it correctly as well,” McLaughlin said.
Kory Heier, junior math major who volunteered to conduct
the waste audit, is president of
the Student Sustainability Council. He believes misconceptions
about what can and cannot be recycled stem from a lack of education about sustainability efforts.
Heier and members of the
council plan to spread sustainability awareness on campus
through presentations and exhi-
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Sustainability Specialist Jennifer McLaughlin, Sustainability Council President Kory
Heier and Dylan Lewark, freshman computer science major, sort trash for a waste
audit in front of The Union Sept. 20.

bitions along Main Street of The
Union.
Through conducting the
waste audit, the group found the
contamination rate is the lowest
it has ever been.
McLaughlin conducted the
waste audit as part of SDSU’s environmental sustainability goals.
In addition to reducing the contamination rate, the goals include
decreasing annual waste per person to less than 360 pounds and
getting 50 percent of students
and 23 percent of faculty to bike
or carpool to campus.
Students’ Association Sen.
Kaitlyn Frank said SDSU is encouraging more students to bike
by increasing the quality of biking on campus.
Frank is a member of both
the SDSU Bike Committee and

SDSU Sustainability Committee.
“We’re working together to
create a safer campus for biking to encourage more people to
bike,” Frank said.
The SDSU Bike Club is also
working to improve bike safety
on and off campus.
“We discuss and practice how
to safely ride in the street,” said
Bike Club President Mark McLaughlin.
Change in conversations surrounding sustainability begins
with small lifestyle changes in the
lives of students and faculty, Jennifer McLaughlin said.
“At first it’s going to be a little hard, but once you get into it,
it will just become part of your
ways and you won’t necessarily
have to think about it,” she said.
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Lessons learned
in a small town

Editorial

RACHEL ASTLEFORD
Columnist
Recent conversations with peers
have made me begin to reflect on
the little town in South Dakota I
grew up in.
People seemed to be surprised
at how few things I had in my
hometown. Others were just surprised at what I had never done
before, or couldn’t do until now.
Before college, I never would
have thought it might be strange to
others that our town didn’t have a
single fast food restaurant.
I never thought it might be
peculiar to others that the word
“community” did not just mean
a group of people who live in the
same area, but instead neighbors
who come together to support one
another no matter what.
I grew up in White River, South
Dakota. White River is a pretty
special little town to me.
I can honestly say you will meet
some of the most unique, genuine people in that little town. I’ve
come to cherish that more and
more as I’ve spent time away at
college.
Some of my college friends
grew up in suburbs or in the heart
of cities. I love hearing their stories
about what it was like to be raised
in an area like that, especially since
that seems like another world to
me.
It makes me realize how unique
of an experience it is to be raised
in a small town in South Dakota. I
personally believe it teaches you a
lot of lessons.
Perhaps I had to learn those
lessons the hard way; nonetheless,
I’m glad I learned them. We all
truly come from different circumstances and different backgrounds.
That’s one of the things I love
about meeting new people. I don’t
care what you dislike about where
you grew up; tell me what you love
about it.
Tell me funny stories involving your family. Let me learn what
makes you the person you are. In
my case, a population of 587 is
what shaped me into the person I
am today.

Issue:

Construction makes parking a mess —
especially on game day.

I

f you want to talk parking issues with a South Dakota
State student, be prepared
for a heated rant about being
late to class after circling for 20
minutes to find a spot.
This year, construction has
taken its toll on Brookings.
First with Sixth Street construction and now campus is under the frustrating cloud of yearlong construction projects impacting parking.
With Wellness Center and
Performing Arts Center (PAC)
expansions, there are hundreds
fewer parking spots for commuters this year, which adds complications to the already hectic
game-day parking during football season.
But with the extended planning that goes into construction
projects, we, at The Collegian,
feel more planning could have
gone into accommodating commuter and visitor parking for
daily life and large events.

Thankfully, we’ll have 400
more spots next year when the
intramural fields are paved.
But with the Frost Arena
commuter parking lot closing at
some point this semester, we will
be down a commuter lot when
construction begins.
As for game day, tailgating
takes over four separate areas
— three of which are in paved
parking lots — when instead
cars could be parking there, considering they are paved parking lots.
Tailgating being so widespread adds unnecessary strain
to parking near the stadium for
visitors, and is a contributing
factor to the need for students
to relocate their cars from rows
A-D in the Southeast Lot.
While construction always
creates headaches, our editorial
board felt the adjustments Parking Services has been forced to
make show a continued lack of
planning and consideration for

parking on campus.
As the university has grown,
new buildings have been built
and expanded and the Jacks
compete in a new, larger stadium.
While some new lots came
with the new stadium, they are
not close enough to the stadium to accommodate the 19,000
people that could be in attendance on game day.
When you create a new stadium with the hopes of bringing
in thousands, shouldn’t you consider where those thousands will
park?
We, at The Collegian, hope to
see more planning and consideration for parking in the future as
new construction projects begin.
We hope to see better organization of things like tailgating to
prevent unnecessary hindrances
to already difficult parking situations.

Stance:

Tailgating needs to be adjusted to better accommodate
game-day parking during construction projects.
The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial.
The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

Rachel Astleford is a nutrition &
dietetics major at SDSU and can be
reached at
rachel.astleford@jacks.sdstate.edu.
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Trump’s boycott of the NFL might actually work
BEN HUMMEL
Opinion Editor
Trump’s meddling in the NFL is
childish and scary at the same
time.
As the national anthem
played before Sunday’s game,
more than 20 players from
the Baltimore Ravens and
Jacksonville Jaguars were united
in protest on the far side of the
field, some kneeling, some with
arms locked.
Presumably, they did so to
protest the comments President
Donald Trump made this
weekend at a rally in Huntsville,
Alabama, and on Twitter.
“Wouldn’t you love to see
one of these NFL owners, when

Volume 133 • Issue 5

somebody disrespects our flag,
to say, ‘Get that son of a b---off the field?’” Trump said at a
reelection rally for Sen. Luther
Strange (R-AL), going off topic
to complain about the growing
trend in the league of taking
a knee during the national
anthem.
He then insinuated if
an owner were to impose
punishments on their players for
their silent protests, they would
be “the most popular person in
the country.”
Despite the outcry from the
president, many teams’ owners
and coaches are standing with
their players, acknowledging
their right to protest.
“We recognize our players’
influence. We respect their
demonstration and support
them 100 percent. All voices
need to be heard. That’s
democracy in its highest form,”
said Baltimore Ravens’ owner
Steve Bisciotti in a statement
The Collegian is the
independent student
newspaper at South
Dakota State University
in Brookings, S.D.
The Collegian is
published by and for
South Dakota State
University students under
the First Amendment
guarantees of free speech

and a free press.
Opinions expressed on
these pages are not
necessarily those of the
student body, faculty,
staff or administration.
The Collegian is
published weekly on
Wednesday during the
academic year of SDSU.

released Sunday.
This continues to be a
trend of Trump’s: complain
about popular culture revolting
against him or someone in his
administration, experience an
unfavorable reaction, and then
appeal to others within their
community to silence them.
By using this dangerous form
of peer manipulation, Trump
hopes to foster a better attitude
toward himself and his policies
in the general public.
Even the motive he provides
broadcasters are what he truly
desires: attention.
As a man obsessed with
TV ratings and viewership, it
should only make sense that
he try to use these as forms of
repercussions.
Once he found out his call to
suspend or otherwise punish the
players backfired, Trump began
calling for a boycott of the NFL
on Twitter, popularizing the
hashtag “#standforouranthem,”

and retweeting images stating
“You can boycott our anthem,
WE CAN BOYCOTT YOU.”
“Should Trump’s supporters
respond to that call [to boycott],
the medium-term effects
could be serious for the NFL,”
said Fortune magazine writer
David Morris. “But the impact
would be at least as bad, and
much more immediate, for the
broadcasters who pay to air
games.”
A drop in viewership
could hurt the NFL after their
contracts with broadcasters are
up, but since those contracts can
amount to more than $2 billion,
they are insulated from any
instantaneous consequences.
The broadcasters airing
NFL’s games did experience
varying levels of loss, with FOX
sports’ preliminary ratings
declining 16 percent from last
year’s Week 3 matchup.
The loss of ratings may be
indicative of Trump’s boycott
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actually working.
However, it should be noted
that the stations were already
experiencing problems with
stagnating viewership and
dropping ratings.
If this were to affect the
decision of any of these stations
to continue broadcasting, that
would be a direct, concrete effect
on the realm of privately-owned
entertainment.
Setting this precedent is
also dangerous to someone like
Trump, who ran on the platform
of reduced governmental
intervention in business.
The real question that
arises is that if Trump is able
to harm businesses without the
repercussions that would have
affected any other president,
where exactly will he stop?
Ben Hummel is the Opinion Editor
at The Collegian and can be reached
at bhummel@sdsucollegian.com.

Letters to the Editor
Send letters to letters@
sdsucollegian.com
or to USU 069 Box
2815, Brookings, S.D.
57006. You can also
post comments online
at www.sdsucollegian.
com. Please keep to less
than 250 words.

Main line: 605.688.6164
Newsroom: 605.688.6166
Editor-in-Chief: 605.688.6178
Email: news@sdsucollegian.com
sdsuadvertising@gmail.com
Twitter: @sdsucollegian,
@collegian_live;
@CollegianSports
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What you need to learn about your autonomy Live a little:

MICAYLA TER WEE
Columnist
A few days ago, I was listening to
an episode from the podcast “She
Explores” titled “Permission Slip.”
The podcast discussed feeling
the need to ask for permission
before you try something new.
As I listened to the podcast, I
began to evaluate how often we,
as college students, ask or look
for permission.
Simply put, we do it way too
often.
In high school, we needed
permission for just about
everything.
We always had to ask our
parents if we could go out or if
we could take a road trip with

friends.
Our teachers still had to
grant us permission to go to the
bathroom.
But after high school, those
restraints are gone. We’re adults
now, but we all have different
amounts of self-dependency.
I may not be completely
autonomous yet, but I am
independent enough to make
these decisions on my own.
Once I got to college, I was no
longer asking for permission to
go places and be with my friends.
However, I was still asking
permission to completely express
myself and follow my interests. I
continued to ask my friends for
approval of how I dressed.
I was still concerned about
stepping outside people’s
expectations of me and joining
different clubs unless someone
condoned it first.
But the podcast made me
reevaluate why I still look for

approval and why I still worry so
much about adhering to certain
norms.
One change I decided to
make was to stop asking, “Could
I do that?” and instead asking
myself, “How will I do that?”
Recently, I was talking to a
girl who said she plans to take a
solo road trip to Canada.
I both admired and was
jealous of her ability to just get
up and go on a road trip.
My first thought was, “Could
I do that? Would that be OK if I
tried to take a solo road trip?”
Instantly, it occurred to me
that of course I could do that.
Who was going to stop me and
tell me it was not OK?
Nobody.
Or, at least, nobody whose
opinion was important.
Yes, some people may try to
dissuade me by saying a young
girl shouldn’t travel across
borders alone.

take a break

Someone might even tell me
I am not experienced enough to
handle being on my own for that
long.
But I no longer need anyone’s
permission, and neither do you.
The only thing that could
possibly stop me from taking a
solo road trip is my bank account.
Now, I ask myself, “How I am
going to make it happen? What
can I do to make taking a solo
road trip possible?”
As corny as it sounds, I have
to choose to empower myself
rather than depend on others to
do it for me.
I’m giving myself permission
to do want I want.
Permission slips are no longer
necessary.

BRIANNA SCHREURS
Digital Producer

When I find myself in times of
trouble, Ferris Bueller comes to
me, speaking words of wisdom:
“Life moves pretty fast. If you
don’t stop and look around once
in a while, you could miss it.”’
The life of a student is stressful. Obligations pile up and
homework and studying seem
unending.
It’s week six and life is
draining from me.
At the beginning of the semester, getting to my 8 a.m.
class was no issue. Now, I am always late, skipping breakfast
and forgetting if I finished my
assignments.
My friends are now checking
in with me to ensure I eat three
meals a day and get enough
sleep.
We take life too seriously and
base our happiness on the success of our college career.
We think, “Once I achieve
this I will be happy,” but what’s
wrong with being happy now?
If you feel like you’re drowning, challenge yourself to find
the time to take a break this
week.
Go for a quick walk. Look at
a few memes or get food with
friends. Put on a face mask.
Watch a good movie. My recommendation would be Ferris
Bueller’s Day Off.
Just give yourself a break.
Live a little.

Micayla Ter Wee is a secondary
education Spanish major
and can be reached at
micayla.terwee@jacks.sdstate.edu.

Why you should show appreciation for local newpapers
DENNIS DAUGAARD
Governor of South Dakota
The week of Oct. 1 is National Newspaper Week, an opportunity to recognize the important role newspapers play in our
country.
In South Dakota alone,
there are 126 newspapers, some
of which have been published
for more than a century.
Those newspapers employ
hardworking reporters and others who work long hours to
bring the news to our doorsteps.
In 21st Century America we
can sometimes forget that a free
press is a priceless thing, often
not present in other countries.
We don’t think about the
many places around the world
where people cannot freely assemble, nor express their beliefs, where there is no freedom
of the press and where journalists can be jailed for publishing
something about those in gov-

ernment.
We are fortunate America is
not one of those places. Here,
we recognize that a free society requires a free and independent press.
We know to keep government at all levels in check, we
need reporters who ask tough
questions, find the facts, present them objectively and present different sides of a policy issue.
As President John F. Kennedy said in his 1961 speech to the
American Newspaper Publishers Association, “Without debate, without criticism, no administration and no country
can survive . . . And that is why
our press was protected by the
First Amendment – the only
business in America specifically protected by the Constitution . . .”
Today, technology has
changed the way some of us get
our news.

Some prefer reading online news, versus picking up the
morning paper. Some are getting their news from social media, blogs and internet sites.
Whatever the medium of
delivery, good news reporting
must include fact-checking.
Many online sources have
failed to do this, but good newspapers have historically been
more reliable.
We are seeing newspapers
adapt to the changing times by
posting stories online.
Many offer e-edition subscription options for those who
prefer to read their news on a
screen.
We even have some reporters on social media sharing their stories, posting photos and videos and live-tweeting events.
Newspaper organizations
are often much more credible than other kinds of online
sources.

Newspapers, particularly in
South Dakota, are also closer to
the people who read them.
Newspaper Week is an occasion to thank those who put
in long hours in the newsroom.
Don’t let them hear from you
only when you are dissatisfied.
When you are happy with
something, take a few minutes
to send them an email or pick
up the phone.
Thank your local reporter
for covering the event you organized. Tell them you appreciate
their work to cover your local
sports team.
Express gratitude when they
sit through the whole city council meeting. After all, they’re
not just putting ink on a page;
they’re preserving our way of
life.

Brianna Schreurs is the Digital
Producer at The Collegian and can
be reached at bschreurs@
sdsucollegian.com.

Dennis Daugaard is the governor of
South Dakota, and can be reached
through his website at http://sd.gov/
governor/contact/.

Living a legacy of faith &
fellowship. Come join us.
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SUDOKU

9am Sunday School
10:30 am Worship
11:30 Coffee & fellowship

Wednesday night choirs
Bible studies • movie nights
Youth group

First Presbyterian Church

692-2416• 405 7th Ave • brookingspresbyterian.org
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9/27/17 Sudoku

Across

To solve the Sudoku puzzle, each row, column and box
must contain the numbers 1 to 9.

2
2

3
6
9 8
3

5
8

7

17
18
20
21

9

4
5 9
1 8
9

4
5

1
4
7
10
13
14
15
16

4
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Sudoku Solution

6
4 1
3

23
24
25
27
29
31
32
33
36
40
41
43
44
46
47
48
50
52
55
57
58
60
63
64
66
67

Havana residue
Engine part
Shoot the breeze
Vegas opening
Warhol subject
Bio stat
Address abbr.
“The ___ Daba
Honeymoon”
Athos, to
Porthos
Glow
Fruitcake item
Home on the
range
Icelandic epic
“Piece of cake!”
Musical dramas
More uncertain
Ravel classic
Buzzing pest
Model
Macpherson
Equal
Matter of debate
Classic car
Airedale
Dash widths
Wavelike design
Lodges
Kimono sashes
Exuberance
Nullify
In a subdued
manner
Baseball stats
Lofty lines
This, in Tijuana
Outfit
River islet
Calamitous
Connections
Irish Sea feeder

1

2

3

4

13

14

17

18

21

5

7
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11
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38

39

61

62
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19

20
24

26

27

28

31

30

32

33

34

35

36

41

40
44

37

42

43

46

45
48
53

9

23

25

52

8

15

22

29

6

47

49

50
55

54

57

58

51

56

59

60

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74
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68
69
70
71
72
73
74

CBS logo
Three (It.)
Handbills
Big ___, Calif.
GOP rival
Dog command
“___ so fast!”

Down
1 Last of a Latin
trio
2 Ditto
3 The masses
4 Calling
5 ___ Khan
6 Princess of
Colchis
7 Sheepskin holder
8 Reach

9 Drone, e.g.
10 Hawaiian
veranda
11 Treat badly
12 Nymph chaser
19 Psyches
22 Fencing sword
24 Young newts
26 Noose material
28 Bazaar
29 Road shoulder
30 Muffin topper
31 Sheepish look
34 Land o’ blarney
35 Sea eagle
37 Spanish explorer
Vizcaino
38 Condo division
39 To be (Lat.)
41 Confess

42 Lord’s worker
45 Roger of
“Nicholas
Nickleby”
47 Lecher’s look
49 Sailor’s reply
51 Young raptor
52 Barking
amphibians
53 Gallic goodbye
54 Taxi feature
55 Fr. holy woman
56 27th President
and family
59 Pipe part
61 Pull strings?
62 Furtive
summons
64 G-man
65 Mentalist Geller

Find the answers at sdsucollegian.com
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What 500 calories
looks like on campus
MEGAN TEPPO
Reporter

ABBY FULLENKAMP • The Collegian

From left: John Stirling, freshman pre-nursing major, Dylan Borchert, freshman civil engineering major and Natalie Shoberg,
freshman pre-nursing major, eat dinner together in the Student Union. Shoberg is eating a Chick-fil-A Grilled Market Salad.

Healthy habits: how to make changes
JONATHAN NESWICK
Lifestyles reporter

A

college lifestyle can differ
from living at home with
parents.
Most days in high school
may have been more active, including a government-approved
lunch and the stress of “adulting” was never a thought on the
mind.
The shock of moving away
from what we know can lead to
the development of unhealthy
habits, and the change in routine can only make things worse.
According to a study by
BioMed Central, 61 percent of
participating students gained
weight during freshman year
The overall pooled mean
weight gain, however, was seven
and a half pounds.
Wade Taylor, a personal fitness trainer at SNAP Fitness in
Brookings, said this weight can
come from the abrupt switch
from an active and organized
lifestyle to a sedentary lifestyle.
“A lot of students coming
to college do not know what
‘healthy food’ is,” Taylor said.
“Mom is the one who would
cook food for students at home,
and now it is the student’s responsibility to find healthy food
choices.”
Unhealthy physical habits can often lead to unhealthy
mental and emotional habits.
Wellness Center counselor Michelle Novak said this is a common problem.
“Each counselor encounters
about six students per day, and
with four counselors on staff, we
see anywhere from 100 appointments to 125 appointments a
week for people who do not feel
secure in their mental health,”
Novak said.
The majority of students
they see every week have some
problem with anxiety or depression due to their new student
environment, Novak said.
“We know that every college student has their own crazy schedule, so it does not surprise us at all that many students come in with this same issue,” she said.
The problem with many stu-

dents in this situation is they
don’t know what the first step
is to make a change in their unhealthy habits.
Taylor said the first step in
achieving any healthy habits is
to ask questions and know what
you can do to make the change.
“Go to the gym and ask the
Wellness Center about what
options there are to begin living a healthy lifestyle,” Taylor
said. “They have many resources on campus that will allow you
to develop a basic knowledge
of what you need to do to begin
healthy habits.”

“

EVERYONE’S
INTERESTS AND BODY
TYPE IS DIFFERENT, SO
WHATEVER YOU DO TO
STAY ACTIVE AND EAT
HEALTHY, NO MATTER
HOW SMALL, SHOULD
BE SOMETHING THAT
IS MAINTAINABLE AND
IS SOMETHING THAT
YOU ENJOY.
CHASE DITMANSON
Senior community and public
health major

Physical wellness has a lot of
complicated and difficult steps,
so Chase Ditmanson, a senior
community and public health
major, advises those who are
just beginning to start small.
“The best way to stay physically active is to do something.
Everyone’s interests and body
type is different, so whatever you
do to stay active and eat healthy,
no matter how small, should be
something that is maintainable
and is something that you enjoy,” Ditmanson said.
Taylor said there are many
people on and off campus who
are there to help people achieve
their goals.
“The job that we physical trainers have is education
of what a good fitness routine

looks like to help accomplish the
goals set out by our clients,” Taylor said. “Everyone has a different goal in mind, and we want
to be able to craft a workout and
lifestyle that fits them and will
work for them in the long run.”
Novak said there is a lot that
one can do outside of counseling
to improve long-term mental
health, including getting enough
sleep, having good hygiene, staying social, eating healthy and exercising.
Taylor also said mental wellness can be more easily achieved
with someone helping along the
way.
“Find a friend who shares
similar fitness goals that would
be able to workout with you
and share in your healthy eating habits,” Taylor said. “Greater
success in fitness is found with
someone with you every step of
the way and can lead to a more
enjoyable experience.”
Ditmanson said he also finds
emotional wellness important,
and practices staying emotionally healthy by talking about his
problems.
“Bottling up negativity can easily attribute to losing
the drive that you need to stay
healthy,” Ditmanson said.
Lifelong wellness is Taylor’s
primary mission, and he said
practicing those healthy habits
in college will help them continue in the long run.
Ditmanson said his healthy
habits were one of the main factors that helped him discover his
identity in college.
“When I tell my kids to
go to college, I want them to
take away positive experiences that will shape their identity,” Ditmanson said. “Developing
healthy habits in college have
helped me maintain a positive
outlook on life and set me up for
my greatest success.”
Taking care of mental health
in college is something Novak
said will prepare a person for
the real world.
“Gaining mental health
during college can make you feel
more secure when trying to find
a job, looking for a relationship,
and coping with future hardships of life,” Novak said.

What does 500 calories on campus look like? Well, it depends.
At South Dakota State, there
are a variety of restaurants to
choose from. Each restaurant
offers different types of food,
each with varying nutritional
values.
Consuming 500 calories at
Chick-fil-A is a whole crispy
chicken sandwich with cheese
and a cup of fruit, while eating
500 calories at Union Coffee is
just one blueberry scone and a
tall vanilla cappuccino.
Finding a meal with 500 calories or less wasn’t impossible,

but it wasn’t easy. In fact, finding meals with 500 calories or
less seems to be rare. Guessing
how many calories are in a meal,
simply by looking at the portion
size, is not possible.
For example, a cup of fruit at
Chick-fil-A is 45 calories while
one blueberry muffin at Einstein’s is 420 calories. Both are
small items but vastly different
in terms of nutrients.
Making sure to know how
many calories you’re consuming is essential in maintaining a
healthy and balanced diet. Remember, you can’t just guess
how many calories are in your
food. Looks can be deceiving.

Einstein Bros Bagels
510 calories
Veggie Roasted Toastini, 510 cal.

Erbert and Gerbert’s
495 calories
Couple Up — wheat turkey &
avocado, 355 cal.
cup of tomato basil Parmesan
soup, 140 cal.

Chick-fil-A
490 calories
Crispy chicken sandwich w/
cheese, 445 cal.
Fruit cup, 45 cal.

Extreme Pita
508 calories
Regular chicken fajita pita,
508 cal.

Union Coffee
510 calories
Blueberry scone, 420 cal.
Tall vanilla cappuccino, 90 cal.
Photos by MEGAN TEPPO • The Collegian

Lazy health: wellness with minimum effort, maximum outcome
1. Sleep

AMANDA JOHN
Lifestyles Columnist
We’ve all heard the spiel on the
“freshman 15,” and some of us
have firsthand experience with
it. Being an overachiever myself, I put on what I like to call
my freshman 25. Now, putting
on a little weight may not always be a terrible thing, but
when you’re gassy, bloated and
fatigued you probably haven’t
put on healthy pounds.
I have never been a fan of
anything healthy, especially if
it requires extra time or energy.
Here are seven tips to staying
healthy the lazy way.

See, I told you this would
be fun. Believe it or not, lack of
sleep can lead to weight gain. In
its most basic form, sleep deprivation creates the sensation
of hunger which causes you to
overeat. It also is harder for your
body to break down food when it
is tired. Just think about it: sufficient sleep may be your golden
ticket to health.

2. Drink lots of water

Water is perhaps one of my
favorite things in the world. I
have yet to find a negative side
effect. If there is one, don’t tell
me. I intend to maintain my
blissful ignorance in all areas of
life. Water keeps your body hydrated, making it easier to burn
excess fat and sustain good levels of energy while going about
your daily life.

3. Avoid sugary,
caffeinated drinks

Really, I’m a little bit of a
hypocrite because I do love my
Coca-Cola, but I’ve gotten better over the years. Caffeinated drinks force your body to absorb minerals that take much
longer to process and cannot be
completely broken down. This
leaves you feeling bloated, or
even worse, gassy. Ugh! Settle
for a fixed number of caffeinated drinks a week and work your
way to decrease that number.
The occasional splurge doesn’t
hurt.

4. Take a walk

They are awesome and the
only thing on this list that requires real action. I would
probably say this is the one
thing I use to justify skipping
the gym. Walks are great: they
help you burn calories by stay-

ing active, they are a lot easier to get done and involve way
less sweat. Sign me up! Try to
integrate it into your daily routine by taking the stairs instead
of an elevator or giving yourself
an extra five-minute leeway so
you can take a longer route to
class. Put on your headphones
and take a stroll around town,
you got this.

6. Eat healthy

I realize I am not your
mom, but wash your hands.
Don’t question this, just do it.
Wash those germ-infested tools
of daily interaction. You’d be
amazed how many germs can
stick to what appears to be your
clean hands. That, my friends,
is how people get the flu. So,
whenever you encounter water and soap, or sanitizer, use
them. Do yourself and the entire campus community a solid.

7. Find your inner self

5. Wash your hands

(Here’s a secret, I laughed
while I typed this). I do not practice what I’m about to preach,
but I promise I am working on
it. The easiest tip is to keep your
plate colorful; you’re going to
want some fruits and vegetables.
I personally adore berries and
I can eat spinach if I force my
mouth open. So, find those fruits
and vegetables that work for you.
Self-knowledge and love are
perhaps the healthiest attributes
you can ever indulge in. Feel free
to explore your surroundings and
find new hobbies or habits. Find
what makes you happy and work
to integrate it into your weekly
schedule. Discover what doesn’t
work and avoid it as best you can.
Remember, a banging body is
wasted on an aching soul. So, slay
from within!
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‘Kingsman: The Golden Circle’ duller than its predecessor
Movie night
with Ian Lack
Editor’s Note: The grading system used
here is similar to the 10-point scale
used in SDSU courses.

GRADE: C
In 2014, a sleek, action-packed
spy film arrived at the February
box office.
Like a well-tailored Englishman, the film was smart and
packed a punch, offering an original story and enticing fight
scenes. It was unusual to see such
a film with its budget that was
based off of mostly unknown material — a small comic series from
2012.
“Kingsman: The Secret Service” went on to gross more than
$400 million worldwide, even
when it opened opposite of the
first “Fifty Shades” film.
The sequel, “Kingsman: The
Golden Circle” makes it clear that

it’s not easy to produce the same
magic twice. The film is no doubt
stylish and fun, but it misses the
mark at being an intellectual,
emotional experience.
The first flick had a stellar cast
of actors in its leading roles: Colin Firth, Michael Caine, Samuel L. Jackson and newcomer
Taron Egerton. This sequel adds
an overwhelming amount of talent: Channing Tatum, Jeff Bridges, Julianne Moore and Halle Berry join the original cast.
The entire cast does a brilliant
job with their characters. However, the film’s focus gets whiplash
trying to cover all the new characters as well as reunite audiences
with the original cast.
“The Golden Circle” also
comes up short with its narrative,
seeming to copy the exact same
story of the first film: stopping an
evil organization, The Golden Circle, from killing innocent people
across the globe.
Led by trigger-happy drug
lord Poppy (Julianne Moore), the
organization acts as the world’s
largest drug cartel. Poppy threatens to kill millions with her prod-

uct, unless they are all legalized
in the U.S. and the war on drugs
ends. Naturally, the Kingsman Secret Service rises to stop her.
This narrative does offer an
interesting conversation about the
war on drugs and the responsibility government leaders have to
protect their citizens. But, overall, the narrative is silly and plays
more like a Saturday morning
cartoon.
The film also opts to bring
agent Harry Hart (Colin Firth)
back from the dead, but with amnesia — I guess to prove there are
actually consequences in these
films. But the challenge to regain
his memory only hinders his character and I became quickly bored
with this narrative.
I came to this film to follow the original characters from
the first film, and it does deliver in this respect. Taron Egerton
does another great job as the leading role and I had the most fun
watching his performance.
While they definitely aren’t as
impressive or inventive as those in
the first film, the action scenes in
“The Golden Circle” are engaging

Photo courtesy of TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

“Kingsman: The Golden Circle,” sequel to the 2014 spy film “Kingsman: The Secret
Service,” features an array of celebrity cast members. Taron Egerton, center, who plays
Eggsy, must defeat the drug cartel, led by Julianne Moore’s character Poppy before
millions are killed by her product.

and will hold your attention, even
when the story doesn’t.
Is it worth a trip to the theater?
Sadly, no. This sequel is more
of a rental. But, if you’re looking for a fun, mindless time at the
theater or if you were a fan of the

first film, this one might be for
you. Just don’t expect the same
magic that made the first movie
so memorable.
Ian Lack is a reporter at The
Collegian and can be reached at
ilack@sdsucollegian.com.

Jack’s Weekly

Horoscopes
Aries

Finding freedom in a
relationship can enable
both of you to hop
forward, not back.

Libra

A fellow Jackrabbit will
have a large impact on
you and enable you to
see things in a new way.

Taurus

The desire to take a
leap of faith has left a
feeling of excitement
within you. Be bold.

Scorpio

A discussion about
something you read
can help broaden your
horizons, Jackrabbit.

Gemini

Jump at the chance to
try something fresh
and different, but don’t
move too quickly.

Sagittarius

Romance with a fellow
Jackrabbit might hit
you out of the blue.
Take them seriously.

Cancer

Working from your
rabbit den on a project
can help you unwind,
but still be productive.

Capricorn

Tension with family might
stop you from hopping
after your dreams. Talk to
them about concerns.

Leo
Explore new territory
this week. You may find
unexpected carrots or
adventures.

Aquarius

You could share fresh
information with a
bunny buddy that
changes their life.

Virgo

Your Hobo Dough
balance may increase
after an innovation, but
don’t rush the process.

Pisces

Invest your Hobo Dough
in a sure bet, rather than
risking gambling it on
the unknown.
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>> SPACE STUDY
Continued from A1
“That’s $1 million every year
in The Union and $150,000 a
year for the existing portion of
the Wellness Center,” Willis said.
“We haven’t been doing quite
that much in those areas, but
with the GAF increase we have
a steady stream of funds to do
that.”
For now, Novotny said conversations among student
groups and their stakeholders
will continue and the steering
committee for The Union will
still meet regularly.

“We hope a timeline will be
put into place this semester.
Something will happen,” Novotny said. “I’ve seen a lot of cool
things while I’ve been here and
a lot of great strides. As long as
students continue to give feedback we’ll be on the right track.”
The steps toward renovating
The Union go back about five
years when the GAF strategic
plan was put together. Student
voices have propelled these plans
from the get-go, Novotny said.
University Program Council
President Cole Hinz is a member of the steering committee for
this project and said his focus is

to bring student feedback.
UPC’s priority is getting a
student engagement hub for students to collaborate and create
“synergy among student orgs,”
Hinz said.
After looking at concepts and
providing feedback since spring,
Hinz said it’s exciting to see the
focus be narrowed to two concepts that will lay the groundwork for the future.
“I enjoy sitting on the committee,” Hinz said. “It’s been a
good experience working with
other student orgs on a solution
that can lay out the future of our
Union.”

sdsucollegian.com

GARRETT AMMESMAKI• The Collegian

The 1881 Vintage line of SDSU apparel featuring the original Jackrabbit mascot will
only be stocked for a limited time at the SDSU bookstore.

>> VINTAGE LINE
Continued from A1

FRANKIE HERRERA • The Collegian

Chelsea Schossow, a graduate research assistant, works with a calf at the Dairy Research and Training Facility Sept. 22. The
facility holds about 300 head of cattle, including calves and lactating cows.

>> DAIRY FACILITY
Continued from A1
The milking, also known as
lactating, cows are housed in
a free-stall barn, which means
the cows are free to move,
drink and eat at their leisure.
The free-stall barn has fans
and sprinklers installed that
are temperature regulated
to keep the cows at a healthy
body temperature. Lactating
cows are milked at 5 a.m. and
5 p.m. every day in the milking parlor.

Schossow said the parlor
is also used to measure how
much milk they attain from
each individual cow as well to
help monitor their health. The
amount of milk each cow produces has increased over the
years, partly due to nutrition
research and genetic advances.
The facility uses reproductive advancements such as
flushing and embryo transfer.
Both processes allow the producer to get more offspring
from an elite animal in their
herd.
Undergraduate and gradu-

ate students assist with procedures like embryo transfer and
research at the facility to gain
hands-on experience and assist in daily tasks and conducting tours.
“I had class out here once
a week, this is what made my
undergrad what it was and
what made me decide to go on
to my Master’s,” Schossow said.
Preparing students for the
workforce is one of their main
focuses.
“Our product really is not
milk, but it’s graduates,” Mistry said.

A7

The first day the line was released, styles were selling out in
the bookstore and Tutt was restocking immediately. She said online sales have also been successful
due to alumni who live far away.
Callie Duque, a senior math
and Spanish major, believes the
vintage line is a neat way to celebrate the university’s history.
Duque’s family has attended SDSU
for generations.
“My dad was visiting SDSU after the vintage line was revealed
and he was excited to buy a shirt
that had the same mascot on it as
when he attended college,” Duque
said.
An art team in the Trademark
and Licensing Department created
all the art for the vintage line. The
designs were then sent to Tutt and
she was in charge of putting them
on the clothing.
“The art team recreated some
designs, but also used a lot of the
same graphics as when the old
Jackrabbit was the mascot,” Tutt
said. “We really wanted to bring
back the same designs as were
used in the past.”
Katie Schoenfelder, a sophomore agricultural communications
student, has already bought several
shirts from the vintage line.
“Being able to purchase clothing that has the same mascot as
when my mom attended SDSU is

really awesome,” Schoenfelder said.
“It makes me feel connected to my
family and proud to have generations that attended the university.”
About 25 to 30 styles of clothing are featured in the vintage line,
including: T-shirts, crew necks,
hoodies, long sleeves and youth
pieces. According to Tutt, they
chose Blue 84 as the brand for the
line because it “instilled really cool,
old vintage blends.” Tutt picked a
variation of tri-blends and ringspun styles.
The 1881 Vintage line featuring
the vintage art themes will still be
available after December.
Tutt isn’t sure whether the old
Jackrabbit will be brought back
again in the future, but she assumes it would probably be a while
before the old Jackrabbit would be
brought back again.
The main form of marketing
for the new vintage line has been
through Facebook. Tutt said they
have received a lot of hits and people are responding well. They have
used several other online sites as
well, but have focused mainly on
Facebook because it has been so
successful.
“It has just been a lot of fun and
I have really enjoyed getting to pick
out styles and clothing,” Tutt said.
“I think that overall it will be very
successful.”
The vintage line is carried at
the University Bookstore, online at
Jackrabbit Central and at Jack and
Charlie’s in Sioux Falls.

stuff.
29 The Rough & Tumble Band A teeny tiny folk band
7pm Union Market
30 Bicycle Olympics Go for gold!
5pm Union (by hobo statue)
6 SUT Performance: “Rent”
7:30pm Doner Auditorium (Morrill Hall)
7 Outdoor Programs: Black Hills Adventure
Info at Wellness Center
SDSU Football: Hall of Fame
6pm Dykhouse Stadium
SUT Performance: “Rent”
7:30pm Doner Auditorium (Morrill Hall)
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Offensive line is ‘engine of the offense’

EVAN
GREENEWAY
Sophomore, #78

TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter

E

xpectations for the South
Dakota State football team
have never been higher and
it’s all thanks to the offensive line.
“We like to call ourselves the
engine of the offense — we power it, but you can’t see it from the
outside,” said senior offensive lineman Jacob Ohnesorge.
Despite their contribution, the
offensive line doesn’t gain much
recognition, if any, from fans and
spectators.
“We get recognition from
(teammates), so it doesn’t really matter what the public says or
thinks about us,” said junior lineman Sepestiano Pupungatoa.
On offense, the Jackrabbits are averaging 470 yards per

WES
GENANT
Sophomore, #77

SEPESTIANO
PUPUNGATOA
Junior, #51

JACOB
OHNESORGE
Senior, #62

CHARLIE
HARMON
Senior, #68

Collegian graphic by BAILEY HILL.
Photos courtesy of GOJACKS.COM

game with about 58 percent of the
yards coming from the passing
game. Without the pass blocking
the offensive line provides for junior quarterback Taryn Christion,
those passing numbers would see
a significant drop.
“Really with everything we do,
if you don’t have a good start up
front, you aren’t going to have any
success as a team, at all,” Christion said.
Christion has only been sacked
three times in three games this
season; so while the offensive line
has confidence in him to make
plays, Christion trusts the offensive line to give him time to find
his receivers.
“It gives me a whole lot of confidence, just knowing that I can
drop back and not worry about
being hit,” Christion said.

Even when receivers can’t separate from defensive backs, the offensive line keeps blocking and
gives Christion time to find a lane
to scramble or make something
happen, which gives the offensive
line trust in their quarterback.
“You know as long as you get
part of your guy and not screw
it up, he [Christion] is going to
make the play, so it really holds
you accountable,” Pupungatoa
said.
However, offensive line coach
Jason Eck still thinks there are
improvements to be made for the
offensive line.
“We want to run the ball better, and improve on that. I think
that’s something we can do a better job of and that’s very important in our conference,” Eck said.
Run blocking has shown signs

of improvement. In the conference, the running game will prove
to be important to make sure the
offense doesn’t stay too reliant on
the passing attack. Last season,
the Jacks averaged 145 yards on
the ground per game and are averaging 195 this year.
The offensive line has seen its
fair share of injuries and suspensions, though. Junior offensive
lineman Matt Clark was suspended for six games in August and junior Tyler Weir was injured in the
season opener against Duquesne.
The Jackrabbits turned to
sophomore Evan Greeneway to
fill their holes on the offensive
line, and he hasn’t disappointed.
In fact, Greeneway has surprised
many.
“He’s done an awesome job
stepping up. We focus on guys

that are second strings and third
strings and have them prepare
like starters,” Ohnesorge said. “Injuries happen, especially on the
offensive line.”
Weir will be back in uniform
against the Youngstown State
Penguins Saturday, while Clark
still has three more games to
serve for his suspension. Eck said
they’re anxious to get him back
from the suspension.
The Jacks have some experience on the line right now with
Ohnesorge and senior Charlie
Harmon. Ohnesorge has started
in 42 consecutive games and Harmon has started 28 total games
during his career.
The Jacks will face the
Youngstown State Penguins at
6 p.m. Saturday in Youngstown,
Ohio.

Jackrabbit athletics dedicate time in community, internationally
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
South Dakota State students and
fans know many athletes on campus for what they do in their respective sports. Whether it’s the
stats they put up, their win-loss
record or the trophies they’ve won
— but not many know what they
do to help out locally, nationally
and around the world.
Senior wide receiver Jake
Wieneke was one of 22 players in
the history of college football to be
named to the 2017 Allstate AFCA
Good Works team for his dedication to serving the community. He
was recognized for his work with
English as a Second Language
(ESL) students and dedication as
a mentor in the Brookings community.
Wieneke was surprised with
the award Sept. 27 at Medary Elementary School.
But community service is a
common trait among SDSU athletes.
Eight members of the Jack-

rabbit football team helped load
solar ovens into a truck for Solar Oven Partners Sept. 22, which
will be sent to the Dominican Republic. Head football coach John
Stiegelmeier said it reminds players of the luxuries they have.
The team has an unwritten
rule that players don’t letter unless they do three service projects
a year, Stiegelmeier said.
“I don’t have to check up on
that because for 98 percent of
our guys it just comes naturally,”
Stiegelmeier said.
At the end of August, the
SDSU men’s basketball team sent
shoes and shirts to the University of Houston basketball team for
them to donate to Hurricane Harvey relief.
Although these examples of
community service may be international and national, Director of
Athletics Justin Sell said the athletic department does more work
in Brookings than anywhere else.
“All of us here administratively, and our coaches, look for opportunities to be a part of the
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Left: Senior women’s basketball player Lexi Alexander reads to a sixth-grade student at George Mickelson Middle School.
Right: Jackrabbit football players help load solar-powered ovens into a truck to be shipped to the Dominican Republic.

community and get engaged with
the community,” Sell said. “Many
of us are raising families in the
community, so we want Brookings to be good and we’re willing
to contribute to that and lead by
example.”

Tyler Glidden, director of operations for the men’s basketball
team, said their staff sets up stuff
for their players, but will let players do their own projects too.
Junior forward Mike Daum
took advantage of that freedom

when he was approached by John
Van Stedman.
Van Stedman asked Daum if
he would surprise his daughter,
Lydia, at her 10th birthday party.

Continued to A9

Jacks at full strength for top-five battle in Youngstown

Continued to A9

THE TEAMS

Points

Passing yards

195

211.3

275.7

South Dakota State

281

Youngstown State

44.3

Missouri Valley Conference play
begins for the No. 4 South Dakota State Jackrabbits this weekend
when they travel to Youngstown,
Ohio to take on the No. 5
Youngstown State Penguins.
YSU (2-1) will be coming off
a 59-9 thrashing over Central
Connecticut State. The lone loss
for the Penguins this year was
against Football Bowl Subdivision opponent Pittsburgh, who
they fell to 28-21 in overtime.
“They are really good across
the board, they are good at all
phases of their offense. They play
two distinctly different quarterbacks and their defense is good
at especially passing,” said head
coach John Stiegelmeier. “There’s
a reason they are ranked number five in the nation, and they
should have, could have, would
have beat Pittsburgh at their
place.”
The Jacks will be coming off a
bye week, healthy and prepared
for the Missouri Valley Confer-

ence play to start.
“I feel great, I think we are
going to be rested, I know we are
going to be better, the only concern is how fast you get game
ready,” Stiegelmeier said.
It will be a classic battle of a
strong offense versus a strong defense. SDSU has the eighth-best
scoring offense in the FCS (Football Championship Subdivision)
and YSU the fifth-best scoring
defense in the FCS.
The Jackrabbit offense isn’t
one for intimidation, in fact players are viewing this week as a
challenge and are ready to conquer it.
“There’s no concern, we are
a confident group and we know
that we can move the ball,” junior quarterback Taryn Christion said.
Christion averages 235 yards
through the air. Senior tight end
Dallas Goedert averages 70 yards
per game and senior wide receiver Jake Wieneke is averaging 57.7
yards on the game.

36.7

TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter

Rushing yards

*All numbers above are the amount each team averages per game.
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Jacks continue to struggle
in Summit League opener

>> FOOTBALL
Continued from A8

CARSON HERBERT
Sports Reporter
After losing it’s 13 match in 14
tries, the South Dakota State
volleyball team will try to find
an answer at home this weekend by trying to stay competitive.
It appears the Jacks will
continue to have their hands
full this weekend with the Oral
Roberts Golden Eagles and
Denver Pioneers coming to
town.
Oral Roberts comes into
the match 2-0 against Summit
League teams. They outplayed
both Fort Wayne and Western
Illinois in four games in their
previous conference matchups.
Defending Summit League
tournament champion Denver
has an overall record of 10-3 on
the season, including winning
their Summit League opener
Sunday against Fort Wayne.
Two of Denver’s three losses were sweeps from nationally-ranked No. 1 Minnesota and
No. 6 Texas in September.
“They are strong and physical and they know how to play
the game at a high level. They
are a very good team and how
we are going to respond to their
big plays will be the key to the
match,” head coach Nicole Cirillo said.
Before coming to Frost Arena Sunday, the Pioneers will
face NDSU Friday.
The Jacks, who are at the
bottom of Summit League
standings, hope sophomore outside hitter Ashlynn Smith will
continue to have success after recording nine kills against
Omaha and 12 against NDSU,
improving her season total to
112.
“We still have athletes that
are continuing to keep fighting and trying new things even
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Junior defensive specialist Megan Jensen
serves a ball during Saturday’s game
against North Dakota State. The Jacks
lost in three matches.

if they aren’t 100 percent comfortable,” Cirillo said. “They
want to win just as much as I
do and they want to play better
than what they are.”
The Jacks’ three-match
home stand will finish Sunday.
Cirillo said she wants her team
to take advantage of the two
matches at home.
Cirillo believes the Jacks
have room to improve with only
two Summit League games
played.
“As a team, we are still working on how to consistently compete in every match and every
point,” Cirillo said. “Improving
is easier said than done when
we have so many new players in
the program and are trying to
figure out our identity as a team
on the court.”
The Oral Roberts match is at
7 p.m. Friday and the Jacks face
Denver at 2 p.m. Sunday. Both
matches will be played at Frost
Arena.

The Penguins are led on defense by junior defensive end
Justus Reed, who sacked the opposing quarterback four times in
just three games this season.
“They [SDSU’s offensive line] have to know where
their help is coming from and
then block their tail off. Those
guys are good — they already
have ten sacks in three games,”
Stiegelmeier said.
YSU’s defense that hasn’t allowed passing offenses to hurt
them this season as they are allowing an average of 111 yards
per contest.
On offense, the Penguins are
led by a two-quarterback system as they have both Hunter

>> SERVICE
Continued from A8
Daum was Lydia’s favorite basketball player, so when he
happened to be in Sioux Falls the
day of her party he came and surprised her.
That wasn’t the first time
Daum did something like this. In
March, he visited Dakota Prairie
Elementary School and hung
out with a kindergarten class
for the day.
“It was a lot of fun to reach
out to the part of the community and have some fun with the
kids,” Daum said.
It’s important for the men’s
basketball team to give back to
the community because of the
support community members
give them, Daum said.
“Those little chances we
have to give back is us trying
to show how much we love our
school and community,” he said.
Many football players work
with children by coaching flag
football through the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes. They are
also involved with the Children’s
Miracle Network.
Stiegelmeier said working
with the Children’s Miracle Network is his favorite nonprofit
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Wells and Nathan Mays. Wells
suffered a separated shoulder
against Robert Morris Sept. 9,
but should be active against the
Jackrabbits.
YSU also has a multi-running back system led by junior
Tevin McCaster and freshman
Christian Turner. The duo of
McCaster and Turner combined
are averaging a total of 157 yards
per game, which is almost what
South Dakota State averages as
a team.
Turner is also a viable option
as a receiver for the Penguins, as
their leading receiver, averaging
58 yards per game.
“They really use him [Turner] uniquely in the pass game.
He’s averaging 20 yards receiving per game, when Wells is
in there he looks you off, looks

you off and then finds the open
guys,” Stiegelmeier said.
South Dakota State will be
healthier this week after battled
injuries throughout the season.
“I think we are ready and we
will be healthy, Kellen (Soulek),
Noah Urbanek and, ideally, Tyler Weir will be ready to go,”
Stiegelmeier said.
He said having eight freshmen playing in the first Missouri
Valley game will be tough.
“With those young guys, it’s
going to be a unique stadium.
They will have 18,000 to 19,000
people there and you need to
be mentally tough not to miss a
beat,” Stiegelmeier said.
Kickoff is at 6 p.m. central time. The game will be
on ESPN3 and the Jackrabbit
Sports Network.

they help with because they hold
events for children who struggle
with diseases serious health concerns.
“We’ve had guys shave their
heads in honor of cancer, but
the most common thing we’ve
done is that they [the children]
get to hit us in the face with
whipped cream pies and it seems
like they can’t get enough of it,”
Stiegelmeier said.

the Edith Sanford Breast Foundation. Last year they raised
$12,550.
“That meant a lot,” said senior
guard Lexi Alexander. “It was a
cool way for us to give back and
nice to see all of the support. It’s
really important to use the platform that we have to create positive interactions with the community.”
Both the men’s and women’s
basketball teams go to schools
in Brookings to read to children.
The men worked with the “Stand
to Win” program last year and
are going to continue this year.
Stand to Win is a program
run through the National Association of Basketball Coaches
that head coach T.J. Otzelberger started working with when he
was at Iowa State and brought it
to Brookings.
Women’s head basketball
coach Aaron Johnston said, with
Brookings being such a tight-knit
community, people get to know
who the athletes are really well.
So doing community service is a
good way for the athletes to get
to know the people of the community.
“It’s a great way to give back
and help the community that
shows us support,” Johnston said.

“

IT’S REALLY
IMPORTANT TO
USE THE PLATFORM
THAT WE HAVE TO
CREATE POSITIVE
INTERACTIONS WITH
THE COMMUNITY.
Lexi Alexander
Women’s basketball
senior guard

The women’s basketball
team, on the other hand, has
an annual “Think Pink Game”
where they wear pink uniforms and auction them off after the game. The proceeds go to
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
CHASE CAYO
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: St. Michael,
Minnesota
Major: History
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
The South Dakota State men’s cross
country team participated in the Roy
Griak Invitational Sept. 22 in Falcon
Heights, Minnesota.
The Jacks finished eighth out of 15
teams, with a lot owed to sophomore
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Chase Cayo, who finished 12th individually with a time of 25:32. For this performance, Cayo is The Collegian Athlete of the Week.
“Chase had a very impressive race
this year, especially with the conditions and the competition,” said head
coach Rod DeHaven. “He showed big
improvements from last year where he
placed.”
The Jacks will be back in action
5:30 p.m. Sept. 29 at the SDSU Classic at the Edgebrook Golf Course in
Brookings.
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Chase Cayo led the South Dakota State men’s cross country team to an eighth place finish at the Roy
Griak Invitational Sept. 22 in Falcon Hieghts, Minnesota. The Jacks will host the SDSU Classic Friday.

Soccer sprints to Summit League
NATALIE HILDEN
Sports Reporter
After a week off, the South Dakota State
soccer team is ready to start Summit
League play. The Jacks will take on the
University of Denver Pioneers Sept. 29
in Denver. SDSU enters the game with a
3-4-3 record.
“We’re really excited to start Summit League play,” said head coach Brock
Thompson. “Proud of the way we approached the bye week and we’re excited
to get back on the field.”
Senior Jennie Scislow said it’s nice
to reset the team’s record when they go
into conference play.
“We talked about how conference
games are a different beast to play,” Scislow said. “There are teams that we’ve
seen year in, year out, so we know how
to scout them well and know the players, so I think everyone is looking forward to playing these games.”
Denver will come into the match
with a 4-6-1 record and are coming off
back-to-back losses against Cal Poly and
University of California Santa Barbara.
Thompson said this is a huge game
because they only play each Summit
League team once.
“We’ve got a seven-game conference
schedule and the top four make the conference tournament. Not many conferences are like that,” Thompson said.
Scislow said it’s important for the
team to get off on the right foot in conference play.
“One game can make or break if you
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The Jackrabbit soccer team will open Summit
League play Friday in Denver, when they face the
Denver Pioneers.

make the tournament and can also decide what seed you get,” she said.
Seniors Leah Manuleleua and Nicole
Hatcher lead the Jacks offensively into
Summit League play with three goals
each. On the defensive side, sophomore
goalkeeper Maggie Smither holds two
shutouts for the season.
The Jackrabbits will return to their
home turf against Bellevue at 1 p.m.
Oct. 1.
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Stop by our office
in the lower level of the
Union (Room 069)
to pick up
an application.

